Medidata’s Rave Grants Manager is a set of tools that ensure visibility, accuracy, and transparency across the entire investigator grant life cycle.

ACHIEVE

CLINICAL TRIAL FINANCIAL HEALTH

STREAMLINE YOUR BUDGET BUILDING AND NEGOTIATION PROCESSES

LEVERAGE TRUE OBJECTIVE FMV DATA

A comprehensive, data-driven way to develop study budgets, run financial scenarios, automate company-specific data mining and protocol-specific budget builds, and run effective analyses.

FEATURES

- Budget Planning
- Grant Analysis
- Budget Forecasting

30,000+ PROTOCOLS

2,300+ NEGOTIATED INVESTIGATOR AGREEMENTS

200+ GEOGRAPHIES

300+ CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS

4,400+ CLINICAL PROCEDURES

35,000+ CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS SPECIFIC COSTS

350,000+ NEGOTIATED INVESTIGATOR AGREEMENTS

GRANTS MANAGER PLANNING

A comprehensive, data-driven way to develop study budgets, run financial scenarios, automate company-specific data mining and protocol-specific budget builds, and run effective analyses.

FEATURES

- Budget Planning
- Grant Analysis
- Budget Forecasting

GRANTS MANAGER CONTRACTING

Automates the site budget negotiation process by giving sites, sponsors, & CROs a collaborative environment to confidently conduct negotiations and quickly process amendments.

FEATURES

- Site Budget Negotiations
- Site Budget Amendments

RAVE GRANTS MANAGER IS AN INDISPENSABLE TOOL FOR SPONSORS AND CROs